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 6 

Abstract 7 

Fruit purees are concentrated suspensions of highly deformable, non-spherical particles. 8 

These particles are delimited by a plant cell wall and filled with the continuous phase. They 9 

can shrink under stress, as it occurs with the increasing concentration in particles, making 10 

difficult the determination of their real volume fraction and the understanding of their 11 

rheological properties. Usually, the rheological behavior of plant suspensions is described by 12 

three concentration domains. We show here on apple puree that beside the complexity of 13 

such system, the concentration dependence of the viscosity can be described by one single 14 

model over the full range of concentration investigated. The model, originally developed for 15 

soft colloids, fits accurately the experimental results obtained on ground purees of several 16 

particle size distributions (either monomodal or bimodal) and in several continuous phases. 17 

It considers the particles stiffness and asphericity, but also highlight the effects of the 18 

continuous phase properties, for example through lubrication.  19 

 20 

Nomenclature 21 

� Polymer concentration ���� Relative viscosity 

���� Apparent volume fraction � Apparent viscosity 

	
 Specific volume of polymer in 

diluted solution 

�
 Continuous phase’s viscosity 

� Voluminosity � First parameter of Batchelor’s 

equation 
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� Insoluble solids concentration � Second parameter of Batchelor’s 

equation 

� Volume fraction (generical term) ��� Intrinsic viscosity 

� Huggins parameter �∗ Overlapp concentration 

	 Mendoza's equation parameter  �∗ Critical concentration in apple 

particle suspensions 

��  Critical volume fraction ���� Random close packing volume 

fraction 

� Mendoza's equation first 

parameter 

� Mendoza's equation second 

parameter 

� Radius of the core of star polymer 

particle 

� Radius of the entire star polymer 

particle 

� Current model fitting parameter Λ Spreading of the sigmoid 

�  Volume fraction reached at the 

inflection point of the sigmoid 

� Distribution width 

����  Maximum attainable volume 

fraction 

  

 22 

Introduction 23 

 24 

Food products include many examples of soft materials: emulsions (mayonnaise, milk...), 25 

foams (chocolate mousse, Chantilly, whipped egg white...), suspensions (spreadable paste, 26 

processed fruits and vegetables...) and gels (yoghurt, jelly ...). Most of them are complex 27 

multicomponent systems, which explains the rapid expansion of the application of physics 28 

and materials science in food science and technology1–4 29 

 30 

Fruit and vegetable purees consist in a suspension of plant cells and are an example of soft 31 

material encountered in food. They are obtained by cooking and grinding the flesh of a fruit 32 

or a vegetable. Flesh is composed of cells, whose size varies according to the plant, from 33 

tens to several hundreds of microns. A plant cell wall, mainly composed of insoluble 34 

polymers, delimits the cells. During cooking, soluble polymers (pectins) contained in the 35 



middle lamella between the cell walls will solubilize and the fruit flesh disintegrates, 36 

releasing cell clusters of heterogeneous size, individual cells and cell fragments. Cooking 37 

parameters will have an impact on the particle size distribution and on the rigidity of the 38 

walls, an intensive cooking leading to more porous and less rigid cell walls, and less cell 39 

clusters in suspension. Fruit or vegetable suspensions are thus composed of a dispersed 40 

phase, the plant particles (plant cells without turgor), suspended in an aqueous continuous 41 

phase mainly composed of water, polymers (pectins), sugar and ions initially present in the 42 

fruit or vegetable. 43 

 44 

Plant particles obtained thereby have specific structural and physical properties. They are 45 

only made of plant cell walls filled with the continuous phase, thus defining a particle whose 46 

volume varies with the concentration of the suspension5,6. These particles are porous, 47 

deformable and compressible and can be nested in each other. Plant particles are large size 48 

non-colloidal objects, which shape and rigidity depend on plant's variety and maturity, but 49 

also on mechanical or thermal treatments undergone by the fruits. Shape and rigidity also 50 

depend on particle's internal structure: clusters of cells are larger but also more irregular in 51 

shape and more rigid than individual cells, due to their internal architecture6. 52 

 53 

Suspensions of plant particles strongly resemble soft glassy materials7,  which in rheological 54 

terms are defined as "very soft solids, yet flow readily above a critical yield stress"8. The 55 

category of soft glassy material comprises foams, emulsions and star polymer gels among 56 

others. Specifically, the suspensions of plant particles could be part of the soft particle 57 

glasses, defined by Seth (2011) as "materials made of deformable particles as diverse as 58 

microgels, emulsion droplets, star polymers, micelles and proteins which are jammed at 59 

volume fraction where they are in contact and interact via soft elastic repulsions", behaving 60 

like "weak elastic solids at rest but flow[ing] very much like liquids above the yield stress". 61 

 62 

Understanding the rheological behavior of such suspensions and mastering parameters 63 

impacting this behavior is a challenge for the food industry. If the rheology of plant particle 64 

suspensions has been extensively studied in order to understand the impact of many 65 

parameters such as variety, thermal and mechanical treatments or the continuous phase 66 

10,11 no rheological model applicable over a wide range of concentrations has been 67 



developed yet to describe the rheological behavior of such suspensions, in flow or at rest. In 68 

general, models for the viscosity of granular or colloidal suspensions require the knowledge 69 

of the particle volume fraction, which is here difficult to estimate. Literature does not agree 70 

on one definition so far and many parameters are still used to evaluate the medium's 71 

congestion such as the insoluble solids content6, the water insoluble solids content12 or the 72 

percentage of pulp13. Nevertheless, three concentration domains have been highlighted on 73 

several kind of plant particle suspensions5,6,14 and discussed in literature. Until now, their 74 

modelling have been limited to empirical equations, such as linear, exponential or power law 75 

fittings, which range of validity is limited to their own concentration domain.  76 

 77 

In this article, we will propose a single model describing the viscosity as a function of the 78 

concentration over the full range of concentration investigated, taking into account the 79 

compression when the concentration increases. This model will be conceptually based on a 80 

model initially proposed by Mendoza15,16 for soft particles, and initially applied to star 81 

polymers. We propose here to adapt this model so that it can describe the viscosity 82 

divergence that occurs at a finite, maximum volume fraction above which particles cannot 83 

be compressed anymore. The validity of the model will be tested on real apple purees 84 

characterized by different particles properties, so that it will be possible to correlate the 85 

model parameters with particles properties such as their rigidity, shape and size. We will 86 

investigate how the effect of polydispersity, associate with different values of the random 87 

close packing volume fraction, affect the quality of the model. Finally, we will use a single 88 

suspensions of monodispersed apple particles suspended in several continuous phases to 89 

evaluate how the model parameters could also reflect variations in continuous phase 90 

lubrication properties. 91 

 92 

Material and methods 93 

 94 

Plant material and processing conditions 95 

A single batch of mature Golden Delicious (Malus domestica Borkh. cv Golden Delicious) was 96 

transformed into puree by a French manufacturer (Conserves France) following an industrial 97 

hot break process. From this raw material, two kinds of suspensions were studied: ground 98 



purees and model suspensions made of isolated apple cells dispersed in various aqueous 99 

media. 100 

 101 

Ground purees 102 

Three particle size distributions were obtained using mechanical treatment as described in 103 

Leverrier et al. (2016). By using such procedure, and by contrast with thermal treatments cell 104 

walls' rigidity is not affected by grinding. The architecture of the particle (either individual 105 

cells or clustered) may however have an impact on its global rigidity: clusters are supposed 106 

to be more rigid when compared to individual cells6. 107 

 108 

Model suspensions 109 

Model suspensions composed of individual cells were also constructed from the same raw 110 

material using wet sieving and solvent exchange as described in Leverrier (2017). This 111 

protocol is known to maintain an intact cell structure18. Apple particles (isolated dry 112 

individual cells) were suspended in three controlled aqueous media (one solution of NaCl at 113 

1%w/w and two solutions of carboxymethylcellulose of 1%w/w and 3.2%w/w, of 1mPa.s, 114 

12.6mPa.s and 108mPa.s respectively) and in the original continuous phase of apple puree 115 

obtained by centrifugation (apple serum of 12.8 mPa.s).  116 

 117 

Particle size distributions and rheological measurements 118 

The particle size distribution of samples was obtained using a laser diffraction analyser 119 

(Mastersizer 2000, Malvern Instruments). Samples were dispersed in distilled water 120 

(refractive index: 1.33). The refractive index of vegetable cells is estimated to be 1.52 and 121 

the absorption was set at 0.16,10,17,19,20. Measurements were made in triplicate. Microscopic 122 

observations were made as described in Leverrier et al. (2016). 123 

 124 

The rheological measurements were performed using a stress controlled rheometer 125 

(MCR301, Anton Paar) equipped with large gap coaxial cylinders6,17. Apparent viscosities of 126 

the suspensions were taken at 50s-1. 127 

 128 



Results & Discussion 129 

 130 

How to access the particles' volume fraction? 131 

Unlike hard spheres, the volume fraction of soft deformable particles is not well defined21,22. 132 

For microgel suspensions, the apparent volume fraction is often linearly related to the 133 

polymer concentration � 23 and based on the particles' volume in diluted conditions21, for 134 

which polymer networks are in their most swollen state. The apparent volume fraction of 135 

microgels suspensions is thus frequently defined as � � 	
�, where 	
 is their specific 136 

volume in diluted conditions21, determined from an Einstein-type equation.  137 

 138 

 139 

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the impact of the concentration on the particles shape and size adapted from Leverrier 140 

et al. (2017). 141 

A comparable approach has been used in 2012 by Espinosa (2012) on apple cells suspended 142 

in their own serum. The volume fraction of individual apple cells can be then written as  143 

 144 

���� � �� (1) 

 145 

Where � is the voluminosity of the cells (volume occupied by unit of mass) and � is the 146 

insoluble solids content. The parameter � being linked to the particle size and shape. By 147 

integrating Eq. (1) in a second order expression of the kind of Batchelor & Green (1972) such 148 

as ���� � ��� �  1 " �� " ��#$, and by analogy with the Huggins equation (defined for 149 

dilute polymer solutions as  
�%&'()* � ��� " ����# the following equation was obtained : 150 

 151 



���� − 1� � �� " ���# 
(2) 

 152 

The parameter � is linked for spherical particles to their deformability, its value is  between 153 

1 (for gas bubbles)25 and 2.5 (hard spheres). Relying on the work of Nawab & Mason 154 

reported in Macosko (1996), � � 1.7 was used for individual apple cells20. Their voluminosity 155 

was then determined from viscosity measurements on diluted suspensions, allowing to 156 

define the apparent volume fraction of apple cells suspensions as ���� � 1.3�. 157 

 158 

This approach provides access to ���� and takes into account the deformability and the 159 

rigidity of the particles by setting the parameter �. However, it slightly overstates the real 160 

volume fraction occupied in intermediate and concentrated domains.  161 

Indeed, considering a linear relationship between the volume fraction and the quantity of 162 

cell wall in suspension (insoluble solids content �) implies that the voluminosity of the 163 

particles is the same whatever the concentration. This is not the case, as illustrated in Figure 164 

1. Three concentration domains were highlighted in literature5,14. In the diluted domain, 165 

particles are able to flow freely and do not interact with each other. In the intermediate 166 

domain, described as the building of a stress-bearing network between particles, particles 167 

are at rest in contact with each other: elastic properties become measurable. Note that for 168 

spherical particles, the onset of the intermediate domain is usually referred as random loose 169 

packing, it occurs at volume fractions which could be much below random close packing, and 170 

depend on cohesive and frictional interactions27,28. Finally, the concentrated domain 171 

corresponds to a domain where particles highly deform and decrease their volume to fit the 172 

available space and to be able to flow.  173 

It is therefore necessary to consider the particle compressibility in determining their volume 174 

fraction at a given concentration. 175 

 176 



 177 

Figure 2. Schematic representation of two of the plant particles specificities: cell wall porosity allows a (limited) flow through 178 

the particle (up), and presence of cell fragment allow particles interlocking in concentrated suspensions. Both phenomena 179 

may result in lower hydrodynamic volumes than expected. 180 

 181 

The presence of cells fragments also restricts the use of a linear relationship between 182 

volume fraction and insoluble solid content. If plant particle suspensions are composed of 183 

cell walls having maintained their cell integrity, cell fragments are also present in the 184 

suspension. In diluted domain, cell fragments occupy a hydrodynamic volume comparable to 185 

the one of an entire cell (Figure 2). In contrast, in intermediate or concentrated domains, 186 

their hydrodynamic volumes may be significantly lower than the ones occupied by entire 187 

cells (Figure 2). Thus, if the insoluble solids content is the same, the hydrodynamic volume 188 

occupied by cell fragments in diluted or in more concentrated domains can be strongly 189 

different.  190 

 191 

The apparent volume fraction of soft particles can also be evaluated by defining the volume 192 

fraction as the ratio of the concentration to a critical concentration. This approach is widely 193 

used in polymers' rheology where the apparent volume fraction occupied by the polymers is 194 

often defined as ���� � � �∗/  , where �∗ is the overlap concentration of polymers15,16. The 195 

overlap concentration is obtained using the polymer molecular weight and the radius of the 196 

sphere equivalent, considering the particles dimensions as if they were hard spheres15,16.  It 197 

is worth noting that this approach allows volume fractions greater than 1, due to the 198 



possible interpenetration of particles15 and that it allows to distinguish the concentration 199 

domains. 200 

 201 

A similar approach was applied on plant particles by Day et al. (2010) on carrot cells' and 202 

broccoli cells' suspensions, and by Leverrier et al. (2016) on apple cells' suspensions. For 203 

plant particles suspensions, the critical concentration is determined as a regime change in 204 

dynamic10 or flow6,17 properties of the suspensions when the particle concentration is 205 

increased. It corresponds to the concentration at which the particles fill all the available 206 

space and from which the particles begin to squeeze6, represented in Figure 1 as ���� ≈ 1. 207 

Both on carrot, broccoli and apple cell suspensions6,10,17 this approach  highlights 208 

concentration domains and materializes the transition between the intermediate and 209 

concentrated domains, thus defining a relevant parameter to evaluate the volume fraction 210 

of plant particle suspensions.  211 

 212 

Following this approach, we define the apparent volume fraction of plant particles as: 213 

 214 

���� � ��∗ 
(3) 

 215 

where � is the insoluble solids content of the suspension and �∗ is the critical insoluble 216 

solids content at the intersection between the intermediate and concentrated domains17, 217 

obtained from rheological measurements. 218 

 219 

Presentation of the model 220 

Here, the proposed modelling of plant particle suspension viscosity is based on a previous 221 

work from Mendoza & Santamaría-Holek (2009) which showed that the viscosity of colloidal 222 

particles suspensions can be modelled by : 223 

 224 

� �$ � �
 × 21 − �1 − 	�3(���
 

(4) 

 225 

 226 



where �
 is the continuous phase viscosity, ��� is an exponent without unit which can be 227 

assimilated to the intrinsic viscosity of the suspension (specific viscosity of the suspension 228 

for � → 0), and 	 is defined as follow: 229 

 230 

	 � 1 − ����  
(5) 

 231 

Where ��  is the critical volume fraction defined as the maximum volume fraction that can 232 

be reached by the system.  233 

 234 

This expression takes into account the excluded volume and hydrodynamic interactions, and 235 

has been shown to fit with high accuracy suspensions of hard spheres29, droplets30, 236 

arbitrarily-shaped hard particles31 or rigid core-shell permeable particles32. However, Eq. (4) 237 

did not apply to very soft particle suspensions16, able to decrease their volume or to 238 

interpenetrate. Considering suspensions of star polymers and other soft particles, 239 

Mendoza16 suggested that a critical volume fraction greater than ���� (volume fraction at 240 

random close packing) may be reached since the particles can interpenetrate, and he 241 

proposes that the critical volume fraction follows : 242 

 243 

�� � ���� " ��6 (6) 

 244 

where � and � are two adjustable parameters without unit. 245 

 246 

This gradual increase of the critical volume fraction with the current volume fraction of the 247 

suspension, that is associated with increasing levels of particles compression, is undoubtedly 248 

the major innovation of this model.  249 

 250 

For spherical and permeable particles, Mendoza16 defined the intrinsic viscosity [η] as : 251 

 252 

��� � 52 9��:;
 

(7) 

 253 



where � and � are the respective radius of the (impermeable) core and the entire particles, 254 

considering a shell-permeable periphery of thickness � − �. 255 

 256 

This model, that was conceived for soft particles and applied to star polymers suspensions, is 257 

intended primarily to describe the shear viscosity of colloidal-size particles suspensions. Such 258 

models can however often be applied to non-colloidal (granular-scale) systems, as 259 

commonly done for the  Krieger's equation33 for example16,34,35. 260 

 261 

However for plant particles, Eq. (7) cannot be used as such since particles are not spherical 262 

in shape. Moreover, the solvent permeability of the plant particles concerns the entire cell 263 

wall, and not only a surrounding area. Instead of [η], we chose here to use a more general 264 

parameter �, which value may vary with the particle Sphericity (or Shape), Softness, Surface 265 

irregularities and Size distribution of the suspension. Using in addition the apparent volume 266 

fraction of the particles as given by Eq. (3), the initial model from Mendoza therefore 267 

becomes:   268 

 269 

�<����= � �
 ×
>
?@1 − ����

1 − A1 − ���� − �����6���� " �����6 B ����C
DE

(F
 

(8) 

 270 

In the following sections, we will first demonstrate that this model can be successfully 271 

applied to plant suspensions. To facilitate interpretations of the model parameters, we will 272 

first set the value of ���� at 0.637, corresponding to the random close packing fraction of 273 

monodisperse hard spheres16. We are aware that this is not fully appropriate since our 274 

system is heterogeneous in size and not spherical in shape but we used it as a first approach. 275 

The impact of the polydispersity of apple cell suspensions on ���� value will also be 276 

discussed. Then, we will study the impact of the continuous phase on the parameters of the 277 

model. And finally, we will propose some adjustments to the current model. 278 

 279 



Validation of the model 280 

First, the effect of the particles properties on the model parameters will be evaluated. To do 281 

so, we will compare three different suspensions, characterized by different size distributions 282 

but also different particles properties (in terms of rigidity and shape). Second, we will 283 

evaluate how the volume fraction at random closed packing, ����, which depends on the 284 

sample polydispersity, affects the quality of the fit. Third, we will evaluate the impact of the 285 

continuous phase, which does not impact particles intrinsic properties but can affect 286 

frictional interactions through lubrication. 287 

 288 

Impact of the particle size distribution 289 

 290 

 291 

 292 

Figure 3. Modelling using Eq.(8) for three apple purees varying in particle size distributions. Data were taken from Leverrier 293 

(2016)6. Particle size distributions are represented on the upper side. Relative viscosity is represented as a function of the 294 

apparent volume fraction on the bottom side. Black squares, circles and black triangles stand for experimental data and the 295 

solid lines represent the modelling. 296 

It is noteworthy that the model presented in Eq. (8) describe remarkably well the data 297 

(Figure 3) for the three purees investigated. Two purees present a bimodal particle size 298 

distributions: they contain in different proportions both very large particles up to 1000 µm 299 



(clustered cells6,11) and smaller particles of about 150 µm (individual cells6,11), and one puree 300 

presents a monomodal size distribution, centered on 150 µm.  301 

 302 

Table 1. Fitting parameters of the model used for the Figure 3 with ���� � 0.637. 303 

 � � � ���� �# 

 1$ 0.913  0.017$ 2.100  0.014$ 3.697  0.039$ 0.637 0.999 
 2$ 1.035  0.039$ 2.131  0.024$ 3.893  0.072$ 0.637 0.999 
 3$ 1.177 0.074$ 2.160  0.031$ 3.929  0.109$ 0.637 0.999 

 304 

Fitting parameters used in Figure 3 are itemised in Table 1. They all increase when the 305 

average particle size decreases. However, the decrease in global particle size also reflects 306 

the presence of particles of different kind in the medium, as illustrated in Figure 4. Large 307 

particles are clusters of cells, irregular in shape and quite rigid thanks to their complex 308 

architecture. Small particles are individual cells, more regular and spherical in shape, and 309 

probably less rigid due to their purely liquid content. Grinding thus induces a decrease in 310 

particle size, but also an increase of particle sphericity and a decrease of their rigidity and 311 

their surface irregularities, which are difficult to decorrelate. 312 

 313 

 314 

Figure 4. Microscopic observations of the three particle size distributions. Some of the particles have been highlighted to 315 

facilitate reading. 316 

 317 

The fitting parameters �, �, and S depend on the suspension properties, and are therefore 318 

link to the particles physical properties. In the following, we investigate how their value 319 

depend on the particles rigidity and shape.  320 



� values here obtained are 0.913, 1.035 and 1.177 respectively for the purees (1), (2) and (3). 321 

In the work of Mendoza (2013)16, � is related to the particle deformability: the softer is the 322 

particle, the greater is �: � values between 0.244 and 0.966 were observed for 128 arms and 323 

32 arms star polymer particles, respectively. This is consistent with our results, in which we 324 

observe that the higher the proportion of large clusters, the lower the value of  �. Indeed, 325 

the complex architecture of clusters could generate a greater overall rigidity of the particle6, 326 

thus here also � is higher when the particles are softer (smaller particles in our case). It is 327 

noteworthy that the � values of individual cells are much higher than the softer star polymer 328 

ones (with only 32 arms), while stiffer cells clusters exhibit a closer � value confirming that 329 

plant particles are highly deformable objects. 330 

 331 

Regarding �, the values obtained on the apple purees (2.10-2.16) are slightly higher than 332 

those obtained on star polymer suspensions16 (1.9-1.74 for  128 and 32  arms particles, 333 

respectively). In the case of star polymer suspensions, � decreases when particle 334 

deformability increases, while we observe here the opposite effect, the greatest value of � 335 

being obtained for the puree (3). 336 

We hypothesize that this may be related to the sphericity of the particles or to their surface 337 

irregularities. Indeed, on apple purees, when the particle size decreases, the deformability 338 

increases, but surface irregularities are decreased and particle sphericity increases. 339 

However, in star polymer suspensions, the opposite effect could be anticipated: Indeed, star 340 

polymer particles with many arms are very close to hard spheres. If the number of arms 341 

decreases, particle deformability increases but particle sphericity could only be reduced, 342 

thus possibly increasing surface irregularities.  343 

 344 

Regarding �, we observe that it increases when the particle size decreases and the 345 

deformability increases. This is similar to the �/� parameter evolution in star polymer 346 

suspensions16 which was previously associated with particle permeability. 347 

 348 

It should be noted that � is consistently above 2.5, while in existing models for spherical and 349 

deformable particles, the power parameter is often presented as equal to16 or less than 350 

2.525,36,37. Higher values of the Einstein coefficient were however reported for non-sperical 351 



particles38. This high value of � determined with plant particles could therefore be due to 352 

their non-spherical shape.  353 

 354 

It is noteworthy that Eq. (8) offers, to our knowledge for the first time, the possibility to 355 

describe the viscosity dependence towards concentration of complex, non-colloidal 356 

suspensions of soft particles. The good agreement of the model with experimental data is 357 

due to the use of a critical volume fraction that evolve with the actual concentration of 358 

particles (Eq.  (6)). In other words, due to their compressibility, the effective volume fraction 359 

of the particles do not increase as the insoluble solids content does.   360 

 361 

Impact of the random close packing volume fraction 362 

Up to here, the maximum packing volume fraction was taken as 0.637 for all fittings, the 363 

random close packing value for monomodal hard spheres. The impact of polydispersity on 364 

this type of highly deformable non-spherical particle suspensions was evaluated. To do so, a 365 

similar approach to the one used by Shewan et al. (2015)21 on agar microgel suspensions 366 

was used. Based on the particle size distribution of our suspensions, we determined the 367 

distribution's width  � � MN OP,R OR,S . Using the results obtained by Farr et al. (2009)39, we 368 

determined the random close packing volume fraction of each suspensions, based on their 369 

polydispersity. We obtained ���� values of 0.715, 0.705 and 0.70 for the purees (1), (2), (3) 370 

respectively.  371 

Then, we determined the new model parameters in each case, they are itemized in Tableau 372 

2. As one can see, no significant improvement is noted on the fit quality, and the impact of 373 

the particle size distribution on the parameters �, � and � remains the same as discussed in 374 

previous section. The impact of polydispersity on the maximum volume fraction seems to be 375 

negligible when modelling the data. These results are consistent with observations made in 376 

our previous work17: Particles having non-spherical shapes and high surface irregularities 377 

dominate the global rheological properties of suspensions, and polydispersity effect is 378 

almost negligible. For the sake of simplicity, the value of ����  corresponding to 379 

monodisperse spheres ���� � 0.637 will thus be used for the rest of this work. 380 

 381 



Tableau 2. Fitting parameters of the model used for the Figure 3 considering the particle size distribution effect on ����. 382 

 � � � ���� �# 

 1$ 0.914  0.021$ 2.285  0.018$ 3.880  0.042$ 0.715 0.999 
 2$ 1.053  0.044$ 2.292  0.028$ 4.057  0.072$ 0.705 0.999 
 3$ 1.223 0.081$ 2.309  0.035$ 4.090  0.105$ 0.70 0.999 

 383 

Impact of the viscosity of the continuous phase 384 

In this section, model suspensions of individual apple cells varying in continuous phase 385 

viscosity and composition will be considered (data taken from Leverrier et al. (2017)17). Such 386 

suspensions are composed of the same batch of particles, characterized by a monomodal 387 

distribution, centered on 180 µm (Figure 5). It allows us to assume that all particles have the 388 

same deformability, sphericity, surface irregularities and polydispersity, and to investigate 389 

here more specifically how a phenomenon like lubrication, which depends on the 390 

continuous phase properties, could affect the suspension viscosity other the full range of 391 

volume fraction investigate. Figure 6 represents the resulting fittings of Eq. (8) on these 392 

suspensions varying only in continuous phase. It is noteworthy that Eq. (8) fits again quite 393 

well the data, whatever the continuous phase composition. 394 

 395 

Figure 5. Particle size distribution of monomodal model suspensions. 396 

Fitting parameters are itemised in Table 3. We observe that when the continuous phase 397 

viscosity increases, �  and � increase and � decreases. 398 

 399 

Table 3. Fitting parameters of the model used for the Figure 6. 400 

 �
 WX�. Y$ � � � ���� �# 

Z��M 1% 1 0.774  0.023$ 1.989  0.041$ 4.362  0.114$ 0.637 0.997 
�\� 1% 12.6 0.869  0.036$ 1.937  0.045$ 3.341  0.095$ 0.637 0.996 



]^^M_ Y_�`W 12.8 0.851  0.016$ 1.964  0.022$ 3.226  0.043$ 0.637 0.999 
�\� 3.2% 108 1.222  0.089$ 2.143  0.077$ 2.621  0.078$ 0.637 0.994 

 401 

 402 

Figure 6. Modelling using Eq. (8) for model suspensions in 4 different continuous phases. Symbols represent experimental 403 
data for model suspensions, in NaCl 1% (triangles), apple serum (diamonds), carboxy-methyl-cellulose solution at 1% 404 
(circles) and carboxy-methyl-cellulose solution at 3.2% (squares). Solid lines represent the fittings resulting from Eq. (8) for 405 
each continuous phase. 406 

 407 

Previously, and in agreement with Mendoza's approach, we have shown that � and � 408 

parameters were related to particles' deformability and sphericity (or surface irregularities).  409 

At a first look, it might seem surprising that the continuous phase composition impacts the 410 

model parameters, however, we remind here the reader that apple cells are granular, non-411 

brownian particles. In such suspensions, frictional forces play a key role in rheological 412 

properties40–42. One additional consequence is that these particles are not sensitive to the 413 

depletion effects that can be observed in colloidal systems.  414 

The increase of � with the increasing continuous phase viscosity could be due to a 415 

lubricating effect17. By increasing the viscosity of the continuous phase or the presence of 416 

polymers in the medium, frictions between particles are decreased.  417 

This lower friction could have an impact on apparent surface irregularities, leading to an 418 

apparent more spherical shape of the particles. The increase of � with the viscosity of the 419 

continuous phase could be related to crowd effects. Indeed, in all cases, the viscosity of the 420 

continuous phase has been increased by introducing polymers in the continuous phase. 421 

These polymers, whose concentration increases with the continuous phase viscosity, have 422 

an intrinsic volume and thus occupy space in the medium. If the rheological properties of the 423 

suspensions are predominantly driven by the particles6,17, the presence of polymers in the 424 

continuous phase can force particles to deform to a greater extent, thus leading to higher � 425 

values. 426 

 427 



We also observe that �, previously associated with the particle’s permeability, decreases 428 

when the continuous phase viscosity increases.   429 

Here, higher viscosities are associated with higher polymer content: in such cases, the 430 

continuous phase goes through particles less easily, giving rise to lower apparent 431 

permeabilities 432 

 433 

Adjustments of the model 434 

This work highlights the interest of a model that goes beyond a constant random close 435 

packing defined for swollen particles. However, a clear limitation of the model is that Eq. (6) 436 

implies that a finite value of the critical volume fraction ��  cannot be determined from a set 437 

of data,   since it increases monotonically with the particle volume fraction : for different 438 

volume fractions �, different values of ��  are determined. Still, at sufficiently high 439 

concentrations, cells should become incompressible, and therefore, the volume fraction 440 

reaches a finite, maximum value. This maximum volume fraction, ����, is an important 441 

characteristic of a given system, as it gives a clear indication of the maximum compression 442 

level that can be reached physically, which should depend on the particles structure and 443 

composition. To circumvent this limitation, we propose to modify the existing model so that 444 

this maximum volume fraction could be included, as indicate in the following equation:  445 

�� �  ���� " ���� − ����1 " _a^b−Λ<���� − �=c 
(9) 

 446 

As proposed by Mendoza, the critical volume fraction evolves here with the particle 447 

concentration above the random close packing volume fraction defined for hard spheres. 448 

However, rather than using a power law model, leading to an infinite critical volume 449 

fraction, we use a sigmoidal law, so that a finite maximal volume fraction (����$ will be 450 

reached eventually.  451 

 452 

While this equation involves an additional variable, it seems more physically realistic to the 453 

vegetable particles of ours. As it includes a sigmoid function, it allows to model the viscosity 454 

evolution with volume fraction in a wider range of concentrations, including the divergence 455 

that should occur at extremely high volume fractions. The maximum attainable volume 456 

fraction ����  included in Eq. (9) allows us to translate the incompressibility limit 457 



encountered by the particles at high volume fraction, which, in our case, results in a 458 

divergence of the viscosity at high volume fraction, assuming that particles are not able to 459 

shrink or deform anymore. It is however less accurate for very diluted systems: for 460 

extremely low values of ����, the critical volume fraction ��  remains slightly higher than 461 

���� in our model. Still, food suspensions are rarely highly diluted system and Einstein's law 462 

remains the best way to fit very diluted systems. 463 

 464 

In Eq. (9), the model parameters can be associated with different physical properties. Λ 465 

defines the spreading of sigmoid (i. e., the slope of the sigmoid at the inflection point) and 466 

�  defines the value of the inflection point which corresponds to the points for which the 467 

particle compressibility towards particles concentration is maximum. The sigmoid is also 468 

defined by two asymptotes, the first one is equal to zero, and the second one is defined by 469 

the parameter ����. This parameter set the critical volume in a finite range between ���� 470 

and ����, and allows the estimation of the latter from experimental data 471 

 472 

To summarize, we fitted in Figure 7 our data with the most widely used models in the 473 

literature (i.e. the Einstein model, the Quemada model and the Krieger-Dougherty model), 474 

with the model proposed by Mendoza and with the model we propose here (combining 475 

equations (4), (5) and (9)). The parameters used to fit our data points are summarized in 476 

Table 4. The Einstein model, the only theoretical model describing the evolution of viscosity 477 

with the apparent volume fraction, does not allow to model concentrated systems. Thus, as 478 

expected, it does not fit our data over the entire range of concentrations studied. The 479 

Quemada and Krieger-Dougherty models also do not fit our data correctly, because in these 480 

models the viscosity increases more and more as the volume fraction increases, till it 481 

diverges at volume fractions much lower than the ones reached experimentally.  The 482 

Mendoza model, as we have seen in this work, allows us to successfully model the entire 483 

range of concentration that was experimentally investigated. However, in this model the 484 

viscosity will continuously increases with the volume fraction, as an upper limit for ��  will 485 

never be reached, whatever the value of �. As it can be observed, the model we propose 486 

allows by contrast to fit the whole range of our data (from diluted to highly concentrated) 487 

while having a volume fraction upper limit. 488 

 489 



 490 

Table 4. Models used for the Figure 7 491 

Models Equation and parameters used in Figure 7 

Einstein � �$ � �
 1 " 	d�$ 

	d � 2.5 

 

Quemada � �$ � �
 e1 − �����f(g
 

h � 2.0 ; ���� � 0.637 

 

Krieger-Dougherty � �$ � �
 e1 − �����f(jkl%mn
 

	d � 2.5 ; ���� � 0.637 

 

Mendoza � �$ � �
 21 − �1 − 	�3(���
 

	 � 1 − ����  ;  �� � ���� " ��6 

� � 1.964 ; � � 0.851 ;  ���� � 0.637 ; ��� � 3.226 

 

Current model � �$ � �
 21 − �1 − 	�3(F
 

	 � 1 − ����  ;  �� � ���� " ���� − ����1 " exp �−Λ � − �$� 

Λ � 1.87 ;  � � 2.38 ;  ���� � 16 ;  ���� � 0.637 ; � � 3.76 

 492 

 493 



 494 

Figure 7. Modelling of model suspensions in apple serum with theoretical and phenomenological models describing the 495 
evolution of the viscosity with the apparent volume fraction. Model and parameter used are summarized in Table 4 496 

 497 

Conclusion 498 

 499 

In this work, an indirect way of accessing the effective volume fraction of the particles and a 500 

model describing the concentration dependence of the viscosity of soft plant cells 501 

suspensions over a wide range of concentration were proposed. 502 

The model, initially proposed for soft colloidal particles and applied to star polymers16, was 503 

successfully applied to real apple purees of several grindings and to monodispersed 504 

suspensions of apples cells in several continuous phases. Three adjustment parameters are 505 

defined and related to the particle’s intrinsic physical properties: deformability, sphericity 506 

and porosity.  507 

We also showed that for such non-colloidal suspensions, in which friction forces play an 508 

important role in the rheological properties, those parameters are also related to the 509 

continuous phase properties that may act as a lubricant and decrease frictional interactions.  510 



To represent the predictable divergence of the viscosity at the maximum packing fraction, 511 

we successfully introduced a sigmoid-type term in the model, which allows the prediction of 512 

the viscosity in the entire range of volume fraction. This new model necessitates additional 513 

parameters, however these parameters now include a key characteristic of a compressible 514 

suspension, namely the maximum volume fraction, ����, that is reached when particles are 515 

fully compressed. For the system investigated here, we found ����=16, which demonstrates 516 

the extremely high compressibility of apple cells. This estimation calls for future work: 517 

investigating apple cells suspensions rheological properties in extremely concentrated states 518 

would allow to confirm the validity of the model in this limit. The predicted divergence of 519 

the viscosity while approaching ����  indeed assumes that in this limit, particles become 520 

incompressible but also cannot deform anymore, which seems reasonable considering the 521 

high level of entanglement, but have not been confirmed experimentally to date to our 522 

knowledge Also, future work should be done on others food soft granular suspension to 523 

evaluate how this model could be applied to other systems.  524 

This model represents a significant advance in the understanding of processed fruit and 525 

vegetables systems and offers clear industrial prospects. 526 

We believe the attempt to link macroscopic behavior with local properties such as 527 

compressibility or friction in such systems would benefit from in-depth investigation at the 528 

particles scale, both experimentally and numerically, that would certainly in the future allow 529 

a better description of their behavior.  530 
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